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Abstract—Removing objects that are noise is an important goal of data cleaning as noise hinders most types of data analysis. Most

existing data cleaning methods focus on removing noise that is the product of low-level data errors that result from an imperfect data

collection process, but data objects that are irrelevant or only weakly relevant can also significantly hinder data analysis. Thus, if the

goal is to enhance the data analysis as much as possible, these objects should also be considered as noise, at least with respect to the

underlying analysis. Consequently, there is a need for data cleaning techniques that remove both types of noise. Because data sets

can contain large amounts of noise, these techniques also need to be able to discard a potentially large fraction of the data. This paper

explores four techniques intended for noise removal to enhance data analysis in the presence of high noise levels. Three of these

methods are based on traditional outlier detection techniques: distance-based, clustering-based, and an approach based on the Local

Outlier Factor (LOF) of an object. The other technique, which is a new method that we are proposing, is a hyperclique-based data

cleaner (HCleaner). These techniques are evaluated in terms of their impact on the subsequent data analysis, specifically, clustering

and association analysis. Our experimental results show that all of these methods can provide better clustering performance and

higher quality association patterns as the amount of noise being removed increases, although HCleaner generally leads to better

clustering performance and higher quality associations than the other three methods for binary data.

Index Terms—Data cleaning, very noisy data, hyperclique pattern discovery, local outlier factor (LOF), noise removal.
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1 INTRODUCTION

NOISE is “irrelevant or meaningless data” [6]. For most
existing data cleaning methods, the focus is on the

detection and removal of noise (low-level data errors) that is
the result of an imperfect data collection process. The need
to address this type of noise is clear as it is detrimental to
almost any kind of data analysis. However, ordinary data
objects that are irrelevant or only weakly relevant to a
particular data analysis can also significantly hinder the
data analysis and, thus, these objects should also be
considered as noise, at least in the context of a specific
analysis. For instance, in document data sets that consist of
news stories, there are many stories that are only weakly
related to the other news stories. If the goal is to use
clustering to find the strong topics in a set of documents,
then the analysis will suffer unless irrelevant and weakly
relevant documents can be eliminated. Consequently, there
is a need for data cleaning techniques that remove both
types of noise.

In some cases, the amount of noise in a data set is

relatively small. For example, it has been claimed that field

error rates for business are typically around 5 percent or

less if an organization specifically takes measures to avoid

data errors [28], [32]. However, in other cases, the amount

of noise can be large. For example, a significant number of

false-positive protein interactions are present in current
experimental data for protein complexes. Gavin et al. [10]
estimate that more than 30 percent of the protein interac-
tions they detect may be spurious, as inferred from
duplicate analyses of 13 purified protein complexes.
Although this is an example of a data set that has a large
amount of noise due to data collection errors, the amount of
noise due to irrelevant data objects can also be large.
Examples include the document data sets mentioned earlier
[8] and Web data [41], [42]. Therefore, data cleaning
techniques for the enhancement of data analysis also need
to be able to discard a potentially large fraction of the data.

This paper explores four techniques intended for data
cleaning to enhance data analysis in the presence of high
noise levels. Three of the techniques are based on traditional
outlier detection techniques: distance-based, clustering-
based, and an approach-based on the Local Outlier Factor
(LOF) of an object. More generally, we could exploit any
outlier detection approach that assigns each point a value
that measures the degree to which it is an outlier.

The other technique, which is a new method that we are
proposing, HCleaner, is a hyperclique-based data cleaner.
HCleaner is based on the concept of hyperclique patterns
[40], which consist of objects that are strongly similar to
each other. In particular, every pair of objects within a
hyperclique pattern is guaranteed to have a cosine
similarity above a certain level. The cosine similarity
measure is also known as the uncentered Pearson’s
correlation coefficient,1 a measure of association that
describes the strength or magnitude of a relationship
between two objects. HCleaner filters out all objects that
do not appear in any hyperclique pattern.
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The framework used for measuring data cleaning

performance is based on the impact of the data cleaning

on the subsequent data analysis. This approach to evalua-

tion is similar in spirit to that taken by the wrapper

technique for subset feature selection [22], which evaluates

the choice of a subset of features by its impact on

classification performance. Specifically, our hypothesis is

that better noise removal results in better data analysis. In

this paper, we evaluate data cleaning in terms of its effect

on two unsupervised data mining analysis techniques:

clustering and association analysis.
Our experimental results show that using HCleaner

generally leads to better performance as compared to the

outlier-based data cleaning alternatives. These other tech-

niques sometimes performed as well or slightly better, but

their performance was not as consistent. For instance, the

clustering-based technique had good performance only

when the number of clusters specified matched the actual

number of classes in the data. However, this limitation

significantly restricts the usefulness of this method.

1.1 Contributions

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

. We explore four data cleaning techniques intended
to enhance data analysis in the presence of high
noise levels. The strengths and weakness of each
technique are discussed.

. One of the four data cleaning techniques is a new
data cleaning method, HCleaner, which uses hyper-
cliques to filter out noisy data objects. Our experi-
mental results on several real-world data sets
indicate that HCleaner tends to provide better
clustering performance and high-quality associations
than other data cleaning alternatives for binary data.

. We describe a framework for validating data
cleaning techniques that is based on the hypothesis
that better noise removal schemes lead to better data
analysis. Our evaluation of data cleaning techniques
is based on their impact on clustering and associa-
tion analysis.

1.2 Overview

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 briefly reviews existing data cleaning techni-

ques. In Section 3, we discuss how to exploit existing

outlier detection algorithms for noise removal, while in

Section 4, we present our hyperclique-based data cleaning

method. Section 5 describes our experimental validation

approach and Section 6 presents the experimental results.

Section 7 gives our conclusions and indicates possibilities

for future work.

2 DATA CLEANING TECHNIQUES

Data cleaning addresses a variety of data quality problems,

including noise and outliers, inconsistent data, duplicate

data, and missing values. In this section, we briefly review

existing work in data cleaning. We separate our discussion

into techniques that address the data collection stage and
those that focus on the data analysis stage.

2.1 Data Cleaning Techniques at the Data Collection
Stage

At the data collection stage, data cleaning techniques [12],
[13], [16], [24] are primarily used to detect and remove
errors and inconsistencies from data. Most typical data
errors are due to the misuse of abbreviations, data entry
mistakes, duplicate records, missing values, spelling errors,
outdated codes, etc. [26]. Within this context, one key
research topic is the de-duplication problem [17], which is
the detection and removal of duplicate records from a
database. The research challenge is that databases contain
both exact and inexact duplicates. The inexact duplicates
[27] are records that refer to the same real-world entity, but
do not have the same values for all fields. One general
approach for de-duplicating records follows a filter-and-
refine paradigm. In the filtering step, a family of Sorted
Neighborhood Methods (SNM) [16] has been proposed to
determine which records need to be compared. Then, in the
refinement step, actual comparisons are performed to
decide whether these records are duplicates or not. Along
this line, there is a comprehensive data cleaning system,
AJAX [12], which includes four types of data transforma-
tions—mapping, matching, clustering, and merging—that
can be helpful for eliminating errors, inconsistencies, or
duplicates. In addition, AJAX provides a declarative
language [13] to specify the flow of logical transformations.

In summary, data cleaning techniques developed at the
data collection stage are focused on detecting and removing
low-level errors and inconsistencies due to an imperfect
data collection process. Indeed, most traditional data
cleaning techniques belong to the data collection stage.

2.2 Data Cleaning Techniques at the Data
Analysis Stage

At the data analysis stage, the main purpose of data
cleaning techniques is to remove data objects for the
purpose of improving the results of the data analysis.
Detecting and removing errors is not the key focus. Indeed,
the objects being removed may be errors or they may be
objects that are irrelevant or only weakly relevant to the
underlying data analysis. In either case, the goal is to
remove objects that hinder the data analysis.

An example of data cleaning for error detection and
correction is research, within the machine learning com-
munity, to identify and eliminate mislabeled training
samples for better classification. For instance, Brodley and
Friedl [5] use consensus filters and majority vote filters to
identify and eliminate mislabeled training samples. Their
results show that if that the training data set is sufficiently
large, then classification accuracy can be improved as more
and more suspiciously labeled objects are removed.

Cluster analysis provides an example of data cleaning for
the elimination of weakly relevant or irrelevant objects. It is
well known that the presence of outliers can distort various
kinds of clustering, e.g., K-means or hierarchical clustering
[19]. As a result, some clustering algorithms [8], [14], [34],
[43] attempt to identify which objects are potential outliers
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during the clustering process. These objects are eliminated

and play no role in the final clustering results.
As a final example, Yi et al. [42] uses the Web Site Style

Tree (SST) to capture the common contents and presenta-

tion styles of a Web site. This approach uses an information-

based measure to determine which parts of the SST

represent noises. The SST is employed to detect and

eliminate noise in Web pages so that better results for

Web page clustering and classification can be achieved.
In this paper, we explore data cleaning techniques with a

particular focus on noise removal at the data analysis stage.

Specifically, we exploit noise removal techniques that are

based on outlier detection in order to enhance data analysis

in the presence of high noise levels. While our noise

removal techniques are based on outlier detection, these

techniques are different from outlier detection techniques in

two significant ways. First, the notion of an anomaly or

outlier implies rareness with respect to the majority of

normal objects. However, as this paper demonstrates,

eliminating a substantial fraction of all data objects can

enhance the data analysis. Second, outlier detection

techniques seek to avoid classifying normal objects as

outliers. As is also demonstrated by this paper, the

elimination of irrelevant or weakly relevant (normal) objects

is often essential for enhancing the data analysis.
Because what we are proposing is not simply outlier

detection, it would be confusing to refer to the objects

that we eliminate as outliers. Indeed, some of them may

be normal objects. Instead, we will refer to the objects

that are eliminated as noise since this use of the word

falls within the general meaning of noise as meaningless

or irrelevant data [6].

3 NOISE REMOVAL BASED ON OUTLIER DETECTION

In this section, we discuss potential directions for exploiting

existing outlier detection techniques for handling data with

extremely high levels of noise. Our objective is to improve

the results of data analysis by removing objects that may

distort the analysis. Traditionally, outlier detection techni-

ques remove only a small fraction of the objects since, by

definition, the number of outliers in the data is small.

However, if the amount of noise in the data is large from

either a data collection or data analysis viewpoint, then

there is a need for data cleaning techniques that remove

large amounts of noise. Thus, we consider only outlier

detection techniques that assign each object an outlier score

that characterizes the degree to which it is an outlier. Such

techniques can remove any specified percentage of noise,

i.e., we sort the objects according to their “outlier score” and

eliminate the objects with the highest outlier scores until the

desired percentage of objects has been eliminated.
In the literature, there are a number of different types of

outlier detection methods [18], [37]. In this paper, we

employ three methods: distance-based, density-based, and

clustering-based. However, any outlier detection technique

that assigns a continuous outlier score to each object can be

used.

3.1 Distance-Based Outlier Detection Methods for
Noise Removal

A simple method [2], [21], [3] of detecting outliers is based
on the distance measure. An object in a data set D is a

distance-based outlier if at least a fraction � of the objects in
D are at a distance greater than r. This outlier definition is
simple and easy to understand, but can lead to problems
when a data set has regions of varying density. In
particular, this approach is based on a criterion determined
by the global parameters r and �, and cannot take into

account the fact that some objects are in regions of high
density, while other objects are in regions of low density.

Algorithm 1 (Fig. 1) shows the pseudocode of our
distance-based noise removal algorithm. This algorithm
works as follows: For each object in the data set, the number
of objects that lie within a distance r of it is recorded.
According to the distance criteria, noise consists of those

objects that have the least number of neighbors within a
specified radius. Hence, all the objects are sorted in
ascending order with respect to the number of neighbors
they have. The first �% are declared to be noise and are
removed from the data set. The complexity of this algorithm
is Oðn2Þ, because nearest-neighbor sets have to be con-
structed for each data object. Note that the cosine similarity

measure is used instead of a distance measure, but this
changes nothing essential.

3.2 Density-Based Outlier Detection Method for
Noise Removal

Another category of outlier detection methods are designed
to identify outliers in data sets with varying densities [9],
[31], [35]. One of the most influential approaches relies on

the Local Outlier Factor (LOF) of each object [4]. The LOF of
an object is based on the local density of an object’s
neighborhood, where an object’s neighborhood is defined
by the MinPts nearest neighbors of the object. MinPts is a
parameter that specifies the minimum number of objects
(points) in a neighborhood. Objects with a high LOF are

treated as outliers. It is the use of the number of neighbors,
rather than a specific distance or similarity, that gives the
approach its ability to handle data sets with varying
densities.
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Algorithm 2 (Fig. 2) shows the pseudocode of our
implementation. The key idea is that every object in a data
set is an outlier to some extent and this extent is measured
using the Local Outlier Factor (LOF ). The first part of
Algorithm 2 (Fig. 2) computes this factor for each object.
This algorithm has a computational complexity of Oðn2Þ,
although this can be reduced to OðnlogðnÞÞ for low-
dimensional data by the use of efficient multidimensional
access methods [11], such as the R� tree. Since the LOF
computation has to be iterated over many values of MinPts,
the associated constant in the complexity may be large.

Because the cosine measure is used instead of a distance
measure, the point with the lowest LOF value is the most
unusual (noisy) point in the data set. Thus, to eliminate the
required amount of noise from the data, all the objects are
sorted in ascending order with respect to their LOF values,
and the first �% are declared to be noise. Note that the
sorting order here is different from that in the case where
distance measures are used to calculate the LOF values.

While the LOF method does not suffer from problems of
varying density, there is an issue of how to select
parameters, such as MinPts. Indeed, since the LOF of each
point may vary with the value of the MinPts parameter, it
was suggested in [4] that the LOF of each point should be
calculated for a range of values of MinPts and one of them
chosen according to some criterion. Accordingly, we ran the
LOF calculation algorithm for a wide range of values of
MinPts, which depended on the size of the data set. For
large data sets, this range was wide, e.g., from 10 to 100,
while for smaller ones, a smaller range was considered, e.g.,

from 5 to 25. (The details of this range for all the data sets
used in our experiments can be found in Table 6 in
Section 6.) For each point, the maximum of all the
LOF values calculated over this range was chosen as its
LOF. This approach, together with the fact noted earlier that
the points with the least LOF are the most prominent
outliers, implies that a point is labeled as a local outlier only
if it is a prominent outlier for many values of MinPts.

3.3 Clustering-Based Outlier Detection Methods for
Noise Removal

As mentioned earlier, clustering algorithms can detect
outliers as a by-product of the clustering process. For
instance, Portnoy et al. [30] treat small clusters, which are
far away from other major clusters, as sets of outliers. In
other words, all objects in such clusters are treated as noise.
This method is sensitive to the choice of clustering
algorithms and has difficulties in deciding which clusters
should be classified as outliers. Another approach, used in
[23] and [43], is based on the following hypothesis: Once the
data has been clustered, noise objects are the ones that are
farthest from their corresponding cluster centroids. In this
paper, we will explore a clustering based data cleaner
(CCleaner) that is based on this approach.

Algorithm 3 (Fig. 3) shows the pseudocode of our
implementation of the clustering-based noise removal
method. In our algorithm, data is clustered using a K-means
algorithm available in the CLUTO [20] clustering package,
and the cosine similarity (distance) of each object from its
corresponding cluster centroid is recorded. The top
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�% objects obtained after sorting these objects in ascending
(descending) order with respect to this similarity (distance)
constitute the noise objects in the data. The overall
complexity of the algorithm is the same as that of an
execution of K-means and then a linear scan of the data, i.e.,
OðknÞ, where k is the number of clusters and n is the
number of points.

An important issue for CCleaner and other clustering-
based approaches is how to choose the number of clusters.
If there is only one cluster, then the cluster-based approach
becomes very similar to the distance-based approach
described earlier. On the other hand, if every object is a
separate cluster, then the cluster-based approach degen-
erates to the process of randomly selecting objects as
outliers. Our experimental results in Section 6 show that
CCleaner performs well only when the number of clusters is
close to the “actual” number of clusters (classes) in the data
set. However, this limitation significantly restricts the
usefulness of this method.

4 HCLEANER: A HYPERCLIQUE-BASED DATA

CLEANER

In this section, we propose a hyperclique-based data cleaner
(HCleaner). The key idea behind this method is the use of
hyperclique patterns [40] as a filter to eliminate data objects
that are not tightly connected to other data objects in the
data set. A hyperclique pattern is a new type of association
pattern that contains objects that are highly affiliated with
each other; that is, every pair of objects within a pattern is
guaranteed to have a cosine similarity (uncentered Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient) above a certain level. If an
object is not part of any hyperclique pattern, then it is likely
to be relatively unrelated to other objects and, thus,
potentially a noise object.

4.1 Hyperclique Pattern Discovery

We describe the concepts of hyperclique patterns after first
introducing the concept on which it is based: the association
rule [1].

Association Rules. Let I ¼ fi1; i2; . . . ; ing be a set of
items and T ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; tlg be the set of market basket
transactions, where each transaction ti (for 1 � i � l) is a
set of items and ti � I. A pattern (itemset) is a set of

items X � I, and the support of X, suppðXÞ, is the

fraction of transactions containing X. For example, in

Table 1, the support of the pattern fi3; i4g is 3=5 ¼ 60%,

since three transactions (t2, t3, t4) contain both i3 and i4.

A pattern is a frequent pattern if the support of this

pattern is above a user-specified support threshold. An

association rule is of the form X ! Y , and is interpreted

to mean that the presence of pattern X implies the

presence of pattern Y in the same transaction, where

X � I, Y � I, and X \ Y ¼ �. The confidence of the

association rule X ! Y is written as confðX ! Y Þ and is

defined as confðX ! Y Þ ¼ suppðX [ Y Þ=suppðXÞ. For in-

stance, for transaction data shown in Table 1, the

confidence of the association rule fi3g ! fi4g is

confðfi3g ! fi4gÞ ¼ suppðfi3; i4gÞ=suppðfi3gÞ
¼ 60%=80%

¼ 75%:

Hyperclique Patterns. Unlike frequent patterns, a

hyperclique pattern contains items that are strongly

correlated with each other. Indeed, the presence of an item

in one transaction strongly implies the presence of every

other item that belongs to the same hyperclique pattern. The

h-confidence measure is specifically designed to capture the

strength of this association.

D e f i n i t i o n 1 . T h e h - c o n f i d e n c e o f a p a t t e r n

X ¼ fi1; i2; � � � ; img, denoted as hconfðXÞ, is a measure that

reflects the overall affinity among items within the pattern. This

measure is defined as:
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A Sample Transaction Data Set



minðconfðfi1g ! fi2; . . . ; imgÞ;
confðfi2g ! fi1; i3; . . . ; imgÞ; . . . ;

confðfimg ! fi1; . . . ; im�1gÞÞ;

where conf is the confidence of association rule as given above.

Example 1. For the sample transaction data set shown in
Table 2, let us consider a pattern X ¼ fi2; i3; i4g. We have
suppðfi2gÞ ¼ 80%, suppðfi3gÞ ¼ 80%, suppðfi4gÞ ¼ 60%,
and suppðfi2; i3; i4gÞ ¼ 40%. Then,

confðfi2g ! fi3; i4gÞ ¼ suppðfi2; i3; i4gÞ=suppðfi2gÞ ¼ 50%

confðfi3g ! fi2; i4gÞ ¼ suppðfi2; i3; i4gÞ=suppðfi3gÞ ¼ 50%

confðfi4g ! fi2; i3gÞ ¼ suppðfi2; i3; i4gÞ=suppðfi4gÞ ¼ 66:7%:

So,

hconfðXÞ ¼ minðconfðfi2g ! fi3; i4gÞ;

confðfi3g ! fi2; i4gÞ, and confðfi4g ! fi2; i3gÞÞ ¼ 50%.

Definition 2. A pattern X is a hyperclique pattern if
hconfðXÞ � hc, where hc is a user-specified minimum
h-confidence threshold.

Table 2 shows some hyperclique patterns identified from
words of the LA1 data set at the h-confidence threshold 0:3.
The LA1 data set is part of the TREC-5 collection [38] and
includes articles from various news categories such as
“financial,” “foreign,” “metro,” “sports,” and “entertain-
ment.” For instance, in the table, the hyperclique pattern
{season, team, game, play} is from the “sports” category.

In addition, Table 3 shows some of the interesting
hyperclique patterns extracted from a real-life retail data
set. For example, we identified a hyperclique pattern
involving closely related items such as Nokia battery,
Nokia adapter, and Nokia wireless phone. We also
discovered several interesting patterns containing very
low support items such as {earrings, gold ring, bracelet}.

These items are expensive, rarely bought by customers, and

belong to the same product category.

4.2 Properties of the H-Confidence Measure

The h-confidence measure has three important properties,

namely, the antimonotone property, the cross-support

property, and the strong affinity property. Detailed descrip-

tions of these three properties were provided in our earlier

paper [40]. The antimonotone and cross-support properties

form the basis of an efficient hyperclique mining algorithm

that has much better performance than traditional frequent

pattern mining algorithms, particularly at low levels of

support. Here, we provide only a brief summary of the

strong affinity property, which is key to developing a good

data cleaning scheme.

. The strong affinity property guarantees that if a
hyperclique pattern has an h-confidence value above
the minimum h-confidence threshold, hc, then every
pair of items within the hyperclique pattern must
have a cosine similarity (uncentered Pearson’s
correlation coefficient) greater than or equal to hc.
As a result, the overall affinity of hyperclique
patterns can be controlled by properly setting an
h-confidence threshold. Note that the definitions of
Pearson’s correlation coefficient and uncentered
Pearson’s correlation coefficient are as follows:

- Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient:

Sðx1; x2Þ ¼
Pn

k¼1ðx1k � x1Þðx2k � x2ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
k¼1ðx1k � x1Þ2

Pn
k¼1ðx2k � x2Þ2

q :

- Uncentered Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient:

Sðx1; x2Þ ¼
Pn

k¼1 x1kx2kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
k¼1 x

2
1k

Pn
k¼1 x

2
2k

q :

Every association rule derived from one hypercli-

que pattern will have a confidence value equal to

or greater than the h-confidence value of this

hyperclique pattern [39]. For instance, assume that

the h-confidence for the hyperclique pattern X ¼
fA;B;Cg is 0.8, then the confidence of any

association rule derived from the pattern X should

be greater than or equal to 0.8.
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4.3 Why Is the Hyperclique Pattern a Good
Candidate for Removing Noise Objects?

The strong affinity property discussed above indicates that
objects that form a hyperclique pattern are highly related to
each other. The degree of relationship is dependent upon
the h-confidence threshold; the higher the threshold, the
stronger the relationship. In fact, in data sets with class
labels, hyperclique patterns with sufficiently high
h-confidence thresholds tend to include objects from the
same class. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows, for the
LA1 document data set, the average entropy of the
discovered hyperclique patterns for different minimum
h-confidence and support thresholds. (Characteristics of the
LA1 data set are presented in Table 4 in Section 4.3) Note
that when the minimum h-confidence threshold is zero, we
actually have frequent patterns instead of hyperclique
patterns.

As Fig. 4 shows, when the minimum h-confidence
threshold increases, the entropy of hyperclique patterns
decreases dramatically. For instance, when the h-confidence
threshold is higher than 0.25, the entropy of hyperclique
patterns will be less than 0.1 at all the given minimum
support thresholds. This indicates that, at high enough
h-confidence thresholds, hyperclique patterns tend to
include objects from the same class. In contrast, the entropy
of frequent patterns is high—close to 1—for all the given
minimum support thresholds. This means that frequent
patterns tend to include objects from different classes.

Another trend that can be observed in Fig. 4 is that, with
the decrease of the minimum support thresholds, the
entropy of hyperclique patterns from the LA1 data set
trends downward. This indicates that high affinity patterns
can appear at very low levels of support. However, frequent

pattern mining algorithms have difficulty in identifying
frequent patterns at low levels of support. In contrast, the
hyperclique pattern mining algorithm has much better
performance at low levels of support [40]. In fact, for many
data sets, hyperclique patterns can be found even for
support thresholds equal to zero. If we want to discover
high-affinity patterns occurring at low levels of support,
then the hyperclique pattern is a better choice.

4.4 Hyperclique-Based Data Cleaner (HCleaner)

In this section, we introduce the hyperclique-based data
cleaner (HCleaner). The basic idea of HCleaner can be
summarized as follows: Find all hyperclique patterns (for a
given support and h-confidence threshold) and eliminate
any objects that are not a part of any hyperclique pattern.
The set of hyperclique patterns for any data set depends
upon the value of support and h-confidence thresholds.
Wherever possible, we set the support threshold to be zero
and employ the h-confidence threshold to control the
number of objects that are designated as noise. In some
data sets, however, setting the support threshold to zero
leads to an explosion in the number of hyperclique patterns.
For this reason, we use a low support threshold that is high
enough to reduce the number of hyperclique patterns to a
manageable level.

Algorithm 4 (Fig. 5) shows the pseudocode of our
implementation of HCleaner. This algorithm works as
follows: We first derive all size-3 hyperclique patterns at a
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Fig. 4. The cluster nature of hyperclique patterns on the LA1 data set.

TABLE 4
Characteristics of Data Sets

Fig. 5. Algorithm 4: A Hyperclique-based date cleaner (NCleaner)

algorithm.



given h-confidence threshold hc from the transaction set T 0,
where T 0 is the transpose of the original transaction data T ,
since we are interested in clustering objects instead of
attributes. The noise objects are simply those which are not
a member of any of these hyperclique patterns. In other
words, for any identified noise object, we cannot find two
other objects which have pairwise cosine similarity with
this object above the h-confidence threshold, hc. Indeed, the
h-confidence threshold specifies the fraction of noise data
objects. If we fix the support threshold, a higher
h-confidence threshold means that more objects will be
labeled as noise. Therefore, the noise percentage increases
as the h-confidence threshold increases.

In the algorithm, we deliberately selected only size-3
hyperclique patterns. Our rationale for this choice is as
follows: For most data sets, there is usually a very large
number of size-2 hyperclique patterns. Even a noise object
can easily have a strong correlation with another object.
Hence, size-2 hyperclique patterns may contain spurious
pairwise connections. Instead, we use size-3 hyperclique
patterns to help ensure that the connection between objects
is not spurious. Indeed, if an object appears in a size-3
hyperclique pattern, it means that there are at least two
other objects which have a guaranteed pairwise similarity
with this object. In addition, there tend to be very few
hyperclique patterns with more than three objects unless
the h-confidence threshold is very low, but a low
h-confidence threshold may not capture strongly related
objects. Our parameter studies in Section 6 also indicate
that size-3 hyperclique patterns provide a good compro-
mise. However, more work is needed to determine if this
is the optimal choice.

Computation Analysis. The major computation cost of
HCleaner is from the computation for size-3 hyperclique
patterns. Compared to frequent pattern mining algorithms,
the hyperclique miner is very efficient in identifying
hyperclique patterns and is scalable to very large data sets
[40]. In addition, HCleaner does not need to go beyond
size-3 hyperclique patterns and, consequently, there is no
combinatorial growth of the pattern space. As a result,
HCleaner is a very efficient and scalable algorithm.

Finally, the fraction of data to be labeled as noise is not
an input to the algorithm, but a result of it. To allow
comparison with the other noise removal algorithms, which
do allow direct specification of the fraction of noise, we
proceed as follows: For different levels of hc, we determine
the fraction of noise points produced by HCleaner. We then
use this value as an input to the other noise removal
algorithms studied. Hence, a single parameter hc drives the
entire noise removal process.

5 VALIDATION METHODS FOR DATA CLEANING

TECHNIQUES

Just as we can divide data cleaning techniques into two
categories based on different stages of the data life
cycle—techniques at the data collection stage and techniques
at the data analysis stage—we can also divide validation
methods into two categories with respect to these two stages.
At the data collection stage, where we are focused on
detecting and removing errors and inconsistencies from

data, one straightforward method for validating the correct-
ness and effectiveness of a data cleaning technique is to
conduct a manual inspection of the data or samples from the
data. However, this method is not of much practical use. A
promising alternative for data with class labels is to use a
supervised learning framework for automatically validating
the performance of data cleaning techniques. More specifi-
cally, the raw data is divided into training and test data and
the effectiveness of data cleaning techniques are then
measured by using supervised learning metrics, such as
recall and false-positive errors [24].

There is limited research on validation methodologies for
data cleaning techniques at the data analysis stage,
especially those that focus on identifying objects that distort
the subsequent analysis. Indeed, the focus of data cleaning
research is primarily on the data collection stage. To
address this gap, we propose a data mining framework,
shown in Fig. 6, for validating data cleaning techniques that
is based on the hypothesis that better interpretations,
models, and decisions can be obtained by better noise
removal. Thus, we evaluate the effectiveness of data
cleaning by evaluating the results of data mining techniques
on cleaned data. For this paper, we only perform this
evaluation using unsupervised learning techniques such as
clustering and association analysis.

Clustering Evaluation Measures. To evaluate the quality
of the clusters produced by the different clustering
techniques, we employed two commonly used measures
of clustering quality: entropy and the F-measure [23]. Both
entropy and the F-measure are “external” criteria, i.e., they
use external information—class labels in this case. Entropy
measures the purity of the clusters with respect to the given
class labels. Thus, if all clusters consist of objects with only a
single class label, the entropy is 0. However, as the class
labels of objects in a cluster become more varied, the
entropy increases. The F-measure also measures cluster
quality, but attains its maximum value when each class is
contained in a single cluster, i.e., clusters are pure and
contain all the objects of a given class. The F-measure
declines as we depart from this “ideal” situation. Formal
definitions of entropy and the F-measure are given below.
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Fig. 6. A data mining framework for validating data cleaning techniques
at the data analysis stage.



Entropy. To compute the entropy of a set of clusters, we
first calculate the class distribution of the objects in each
cluster; i.e., for each cluster j we compute pij, the probability
that a member of cluster j belongs to class i. Given these
probabilities, the entropy of cluster j is calculated using the
standard entropy formula

Ej ¼ �
X
i

pijlog2ðpijÞ; ð1Þ

where the sum is taken over all classes. The total entropy for
a set of clusters is computed as the weighted sum of the
entropies of each cluster, as shown in the equation

E ¼
Xm
j¼1

nj � Ej

n
; ð2Þ

where nj is the size of cluster j, m is the number of clusters,
and n is the total number of data points.

F-measure. The F-measure combines the precision and
recall concepts from information retrieval [33]. We treat
each cluster as if it were the result of a query and each class
as if it were the desired set of documents for a query. We
then calculate the recall and precision of that cluster for
each given class as follows:

Recallði; jÞ ¼ nij=ni; ð3Þ

Precisionði; jÞ ¼ nij=nj; ð4Þ

where nij is the number of objects of class i that are in
cluster j, nj is the number of objects in cluster j, and ni is the
number of objects in class i. The F-measure of cluster j and
class i is then give by the equation

F ði; jÞ ¼ 2 �Recallði; jÞ � Precisionði; jÞ
Precisionði; jÞ þRecallði; jÞ : ð5Þ

For each class, we take the maximum F-measure attained
for any cluster. Then, we calculate an overall F-measure for
the clustering by computing the weighted average of all
per-class F-measures, where the weights are based on the
class sizes.

Association Analysis Evaluation Measures. There are
several possible approaches for evaluating the quality of
association patterns produced by the association mining
algorithms. We could either measure the quality of the
association patterns generated, or the quality of the
association rules generated from these patterns. In this
paper, we employed the IS measure [36] for association
patterns. For a pair of items, the IS measure is defined as
follows:

ISðfA;BgÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
confðfAg ! fBgÞconfðfBg ! fAgÞ

p

¼ suppðA;BÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
suppðAÞsuppðBÞ

p :
ð6Þ

ISðfA;BgÞ is equivalent to the cosine of the angle
between A and B and, hence, is an effective measure of
the affinity of two items. This measure can be easily
extended to the case of an association pattern X ¼
fI1; I2; . . . ; Ing of length n, where I1; I2; . . . ; In are items, as
follows:

ISðXÞ ¼ suppðIÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
suppðI1ÞsuppðI2Þ . . . suppðInÞ

p : ð7Þ

The IS measure has many desirable properties such as a
monotonic increase with the support of an item set or the
supports of the items constituting the item set, and
invariance with the null addition operation [36]. However,
since the number of items in an association pattern is
unbounded, the IS of an association pattern is also
unbounded. Thus, the average IS of a set of item sets is
not statistically robust and is not suitable for measuring the
quality of a set of association patterns, since the mean could
be distorted significantly by a very large IS value. For this
reason, we use the median of the IS of a set of association
patterns as the quality measure for a set of association
patterns.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Employing the validation methodology described above,
we conducted an experimental study to compare HCleaner,
CCleaner, and the two previously discussed noise removal
techniques that we derived from the LOF and distance-
based outlier detection algorithms. Specifically, we used
these four techniques to remove increasing amounts of
noise from the data and then applied clustering and
association analysis to the cleaned data. These results were
evaluated by measuring the entropy and the F-measure of
the resulting clusters and the median of the IS of the
resulting association patterns.

We begin by describing our experimental setup—the
data sets used and our evaluation process. We then present
the performance of clustering analysis as increasing
numbers of noise objects are removed. We also present a
performance study for association analysis. We conclude
this section with a sensitivity analysis of the two best
approaches, HCleaner and CCleaner. In particular, HClea-
ner is evaluated for different sizes of hyperclique patterns
and CCleaner is evaluated for different numbers of clusters.

6.1 Experimental Setup

6.1.1 Experimental Data Sets

For our experiments, we used real-world data sets from
several different application domains, namely, document
data sets, the Internet advertisement data, and microarray
gene expression data. The document data sets are the LA1,
WAP, RE0, OH8, and WEST5 data sets, which are widely
used in document clustering research. The LA1 and OH8
data sets are a part of the TREC-5 collection [38] and contain
news articles. The WEST5 data set came from the
Thompson Publishing Group and was derived from legal
documents. The RE0 data set is from the Reuters-21578 text
categorization test collection Distribution 1.0 [25]. The WAP
data set is from the WebACE project (WAP) [15], where
each document corresponds to a Web page listed in the
subject hierarchy of Yahoo!. For all document data sets, we
used a stop-list to remove common words, and the words
were stemmed using Porter’s suffix-stripping algorithm
[29]. In addition, we used a binary data set called ADS
(Internet Advertisements) from the UCI Machine Learning
repository.2 The ADS data set represents a set of possible
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advertisements on Internet Web pages. Some characteristics
of these data sets are shown in Table 4.

We also used gene expression data from the biology
domain. The microarray data set includes the Yeast data of
Eisen et al. [7]. Some characteristics of this data set are listed
in Table 5.

6.1.2 Experimental Tasks

The purpose of our experiments was to answer the
following questions:

1. What is the impact of noise removal on the
clustering performance?

2. What is the impact of noise removal on the results of
association analysis?

6.1.3 Experimental Procedures

For the purpose of comparison, clustering and association
analysis was performed on both the raw data and the data
obtained after removing the specified amount of noise. The
approaches used for noise removal were the following:
LOF, distance-based outliers, random selection of noise
objects, CCleaner, and HCleaner. The K-means algorithm of
the clustering package CLUTO [20] was used for clustering
and the number of clusters was set to the actual number of
classes for the data. Entropy and the F-measure was used to
compare the quality of the clusters obtained and the median
of the IS was used to compare the quality of the resulting
association patterns.

Fig. 7 shows the experimental evaluation process for data
analysis. First, size-3 hyperclique patterns were extracted
from data sets at the specified support and h-confidence
thresholds. We found hyperclique patterns among docu-
ments for document data sets and among samples for gene
expression data sets. All the objects covered by hyperclique

patterns were used for subsequent clustering and associa-
tion analysis.

For the remaining three techniques, the percentage of
noise objects was specified as a parameter. This percentage
was determined by using the percentage of objects that did
not appear in any hyperclique patterns. In this way, we
guaranteed that the same number of objects were elimi-
nated by every noise removal technique. The remaining
objects were used in the subsequent clustering and
association analysis. Table 6 shows our parameter settings
for data analysis with different noise removal techniques.

An important aspect of the experimental procedure is the
use of binarized versions of some of the data sets. The
motivation for this is the use of association analysis for
various portions of the experimental process. For instance,
HCleaner is based on association analysis and, thus,
requires a binary data set as input. Likewise, when the
effect of noise removal is evaluated for association analysis,
binary data sets must be used. However, note that binary
versions of the data sets are used only when necessary.
Thus, all noise removal techniques except HCleaner use the
original data during the noise removal process, and the
original data is used for the clustering that is performed to
evaluate the impact of noise removal. Through this
procedure, we ensure fairness among all the techniques
with respect to the input data sets. For completeness, we
mention that the document data sets were binarized by
converting any nonzero entry into a 1, while the gene
expression data was binarized using a standard procedure
in which the mean � was calculated for each gene
expression variable, and then any data greater than � was
transformed to a 1 while all other data was changed to a 0.

6.2 The Impact of Noise Removal on Clustering
Performance

In this section, we evaluate the impact of noise removal on
the results of clustering analysis. For our experiments, we
used the document and microarray gene expression data
sets described above. Because clustering performance can
vary among data sets with different data characteristics, we
purposely chose these data sets from different application
domains.

Figs. 8a and 8b show the clustering performance on the
ADS data set and the WAP data set, respectively. Both
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TABLE 5
Characteristics of the Yeast Gene Expression Data Set

Fig. 7. The experimental evaluation process for data analysis.



figures show that if we randomly remove data objects, the
entropy is almost unchanged. In other words, clustering
performance is not affected by the elimination of random
objects. In contrast, as the percentage of noise objects
removed by LOF, CCleaner, and HCleaner increases, the
entropy generally goes down, i.e., clustering performance
improves as more and more noise or weakly relevant
objects are removed. For the ADS data set, we observe that
HCleaner provides the best clustering results compared to
other noise removal techniques across all experimental
cases. For the WAP data set, there are only small
performance differences among CCleaner, HCleaner, and
LOF when the percentage of noise objects is lower than
30 percent. However, HCleaner yields significantly better
clustering performance as the percentage of objects being
removed is increased.

Figs. 9a and 9b show clustering performance for the OH8
and WEST5 data sets, respectively. For the OH8 data set, we
can observe that CCleaner generally performs better than
other noise removal techniques. However, the performance
difference between CCleaner and HCleaner is not signifi-
cant. For the WEST5 data set, there are only small

performances difference among CCleaner, HCleaner, and

LOF when the percentage of noise objects is lower than

30 percent. However, HCleaner yields significantly better

clustering performance as the percentage of objects being

removed is increased. These two data sets also support the

observation that the random elimination of objects does not

affect clustering performance.
Fig. 10 illustrates the impact of noise removal techniques

on clustering analysis for the gene expression data sets. In

Fig. 10, we observe that HCleaner leads to the best

clustering performance when the percentage of noise

objects is greater than 12 percent, which covers a typical

noise level for gene expression data. Also, we observe that

HCleaner has a poor performance when the percentage of

noise objects is less than 10 percent.
Besides entropy, we also applied the F-measure for

evaluating the performance of noise removal techniques on

the clustering analysis. Fig. 11 shows the impact of noise

removal techniques on the performance of clustering

analysis for the ADS data set. As the figure shows,

HCleaner tends to have better (higher) F-measure values
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TABLE 6
The Experimental Parameters for Data Analysis

Fig. 8. The impact of noise removal techniques on the performance of clustering analysis for ADS and WAP in terms of entropy. (a) The ADS

document data set. (b) The WAP document data set.
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Fig. 10. The impact of noise removal techniques on the performance of clustering analysis for the yeast gene expression data in terms of entropy.

Fig. 9. The impact of noise removal techniques on the performance of clustering analysis for OH8 and WEST5 in terms of entropy. (a) The OH8 data

set. (b) The WEST5 data set.

Fig. 11. The impact of noise removal techniques on the performance of clustering analysis for the ADS data set in terms of F-measure.



than other noise removal techniques for the most experi-

mental cases.
In summary, regardless of the data set, HCleaner tends

to be the best or close to the best technique for improving

clustering performance for binary data, while LOF and

CCleaner have a competitive performance for some con-

tinuous data sets when the number of clusters is specified

as the actual number of classes in the data or the right

MinPts has been identified for LOF. We also found that the

distance-based noise removal technique does not perform

well for any of the tested data sets. This may imply that the

data sets we used have regions of varying density.

6.3 The Impact of Noise Removal on Association
Analysis

Here, we evaluate the impact of noise removal on the

results of association analysis. We used the following

experimental procedure for this evaluation. Since each

noise cleaning technique can result in a data set with a

different range of supports for the examples, the median of

these supports was used as the minimum support for

deriving closed frequent patterns. However, when this

support failed to give a sufficient amount of patterns, this

threshold had to be reduced by multiplying it by a factor

between 0 and 1. The exact value of this factor for each data

set is listed in the last column of Table 6. Finally, the quality

of the closed frequent patterns over the examples derived at

this refined threshold was evaluated using the median of

the IS of the patterns.
Figs. 12a and 12b show the median of the IS of the

resulting association patterns for the WEST5 and ADS data
sets. For the WEST5 data set, we observe that HCleaner
provides the best association results compared to other
noise removal techniques when the percentage of noise
objects is above 25 percent. Slightly better results can be
observed for the ADS data set. In this case, HCleaner
provides the best performance for all ranges of noise
percentages considered.
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Fig. 12. The impact of noise removal on the results of association analysis for WEST5 and ADS in terms of the IS measure. (a) The WEST5

document data set. (b) The ADS document data set.

Fig. 13. The impact of noise removal on the results of association analysis for RE0 and OH8 in terms of the IS measure. (a) The RE0 document data

set. (b) The OH8 document data set.



Figs. 13a and 13b show the median of the IS of the
resulting association patterns for the RE0 and OH8 data
sets, respectively. As shown in these two figures, HCleaner
can achieve better performance when a large portion of
noise has been removed. However, the performance of all
these noise removal techniques is relatively close for the
OH8 data set when the percentage of noise objects is less
than � 50 percent. The performance of HCleaner is worse
than other noise removal techniques for the RE0 data set
when the percentage of noise objects is low.

Also, as previously noted, every association rule derived
from a hyperclique pattern will have a confidence value
above the h-confidence threshold. In other words, if
association rules are generated from objects covered by
hyperclique patterns identified using a relatively high
h-confidence threshold, it is guaranteed that association
rules with low confidence will not be generated. In this
sense, HCleaner can help generate association rules with
better quality, since the specified h-confidence threshold is
a lower bound for the confidence of these association rules.
In contrast, there are no theoretical guarantees for the
quality of association rules for other outlier-based noise
removal methods.

6.4 Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we discuss several issues related to
parameter selection for CCleaner and HCleaner. Fig. 14a
shows the performance of CCleaner for clustering analysis
as the number of clusters is changed. For the OH8 data set,
the best noise removal is achieved when the number of
clusters equals the actual number of classes (10). Also, it can
be observed that the performance of CCleaner declines as
the number of clusters gets farther from the actual number
of classes in the data. In other words, the performance of
CCleaner is very sensitive to the specified number of
clusters. If the number of clusters is very small, then this
approach has performance similar to that of the distance-
based approach. If the number of clusters is very large, then
this approach becomes similar to the random approach for
removing noise. For this reason, CCleaner tends to perform
poorly when the number of clusters deviates from the

actual number of classes in the data. Often, the actual
number of classes is not known. Thus, if CCleaner is used
for noise removal, our results may not be as good as the
results presented in Figs. 8, 9, and 10, where the number of
clusters was set to the actual number of classes.

Fig. 14b shows the performance of HCleaner for clustering
analysis when hyperclique patterns of different sizes are used
for filtering out noise objects. In the figure, we observe that the
best performance is obtained when size-3 hyperclique
patterns are used as filters for HCleaner. Also, we notice that
there are only small performance differences among size-2,
size-3, and size-4 hyperclique patterns when the percentage
of noise objects is low, while size-3 patterns tend to perform
better for a large percentage of noise objects. Finally, there is a
tradeoff between the size of patterns and the coverage of data
objects. If we use hyperclique patterns with a size more than
three, HCleaner tends to filter out many more data objects for
a specified h-confidence threshold. Thus, to obtain the same
percentage of noise objects eliminated, the h-confidence
threshold needs to be reduced, and this may result in poorer
performance. In contrast, if we use size-2 hyperclique
patterns, a very high h-confidence threshold may eliminate
only a small number of noise objects. Therefore, more
strongly-correlated pairs of objects can be captured and
better results can be achieved with size-3 patterns.

While we have only illustrated the parameter sensitivity
results of CCleaner and HCleaner for two data sets, similar
results hold for the other data sets used in our experiments.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The goal of the work presented in this paper is to boost the
quality of data analysis, and capture the underling patterns
in the data by reducing the effect of noise at the data
analysis stage. This may be noise due to imperfections in
the data collection process or noise that consists of
irrelevant or weakly relevant data objects. Our focus was
on data sets with a very high level of noise.

We provided a framework for evaluating the effective-
ness of noise removal techniques for enhancing data
analysis that is based on the hypothesis that better noise
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Fig. 14. The effect of the number of clusters on the performance of CCleaner for OH8 and WEST5 with respect to entropy. (a) The OH8 document

data set. (b) The WEST5 document data set.



removal yields better data analysis. Our study was
restricted to unsupervised data mining techniques at the
data analysis stage.

As part of this work, we studied the performance of four

techniques. Three of these techniques were based on

existing outlier detection methods. We also proposed a
hyperclique-based data cleaner (HCleaner). We evaluated

these four data cleaning techniques by comparing how

much they improved the results of clustering and associa-

tion analysis. As demonstrated by our experimental results,
HCleaner tends to have better noise removal capabilities

than the outlier-based approaches. Although CCleaner and

LOF had good performance in some situations, their

performance was not as consistent. In addition, HCleaner
has a superior capability for generating higher quality

association patterns.
There are several directions for future work. First,

given that HCleaner, CCleaner, and the LOF-based

method were each the best in different situations, it could

be useful to consider a voting scheme that combines these
three techniques. Also, we would like to investigate the

impact of these noise removal techniques on classification

performance.
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